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A Gated Category

The Grocery & Gourmet Food category is considered a “Gated”
category within the Amazon marketplace. This means that sellers
must qualify to sell in this category by meeting Amazon’s pre-
determined standards in order to be “Ungated.”

These standards include:

Sellers must sign up for the Professional Selling Plan.

Sellers need to meet the following seller performance targets: 

Order defect rate: < 1%

Pre-fulfillment cancel rate: < 2.5%

Late shipment rate: < 4%

Sellers need to provide Amazon with acceptable documentation (e.g. product invoices) and 

other information requested about the products you intend to sell. 

Selling in Grocery &
Gourmet Foods on Amazon
Each product category on Amazon holds a unique set of
requirements and considerations for sellers. The Grocery & Gourmet
Food category is no exception. The following is a summary of
Amazon policies for selling in this category.



If you are the manufacturer and brand owner you'll be required to
provide one document from each of the lists below:

Acceptable Documents List 1Acceptable Documents List 1

US Food & Drug Administration (FDA), Certificate of Registration

US Food & Drug Administration (FDA), New Dietary Ingredient (NDI) Notification

Acceptable Documents List 2Acceptable Documents List 2

Business address of your store/office

Business address of your manufacturing plant

Business certification showing that your business is registered (e.g. business license or

sales/use tax license)

Home occupation permit (If you work out of your home)

NOTE: We suggest that you submit at least one document from List 1 and NOTE: We suggest that you submit at least one document from List 1 and all all documents fromdocuments from
List 2.List 2.

Selling in Grocery &
Gourmet Foods on Amazon
Navigating the process of Ungating can be tricky for new sellers and
can take 2 weeks or more to complete. Once you apply to sell in the
category, Amazon will contact you for more information. Here is a
list of the documents Amazon will request, along with some tips to
help you get through the process:



If you purchase your products from a manufacturer Amazon
accepts Commercial Invoices, Sales Invoices or the invoices that you
receive at the time of purchasing. You’ll need to submit the required
documentation from the following options:

Acceptable Documents List Option 1Acceptable Documents List Option 1

Three legible, scanned or clearly photographed vendor invoices for the products you

intend to sell in the category. Documentation submitted must meet the following

requirements:

Invoices must be dated within the last 90 days, or showing item delivery or purchase within

the last 90 days

Invoices must have your name or issuing business name

Invoices must have contact information for your business (e.g. address, phone number,

email or website)

Invoices must have the names of the products you purchased

Invoices must have document issuer's name, address, phone number, email or website

Please obscure pricing information (optional)

Selling in Grocery &
Gourmet Foods on Amazon
Navigating the process of Ungating can be tricky for new sellers and
can take 2 weeks or more to complete. Once you apply to sell in the
category, Amazon will contact you for more information. Here is a
list of the documents Amazon will request, along with some tips to
help you get through the process:



If you purchase your products from a manufacturer Amazon
accepts Commercial Invoices, Sales Invoices or the invoices that you
receive at the time of purchasing. You’ll need to submit the required
documentation from the following options:

Acceptable Documents List Option 2Acceptable Documents List Option 2

1 -2 invoices meeting the requirements outlined above plus one of the following items:

Business address of your store/office

Business address of your manufacturing plant

Business certification showing that your business is registered (e.g. business license or

sales/use tax license)

Home occupation permit (If you work out of your home)

NOTE: NOTE: We suggest you submit 1-3 invoices, meeting Amazon’s requirements, and all of theWe suggest you submit 1-3 invoices, meeting Amazon’s requirements, and all of the

information from List 2.information from List 2.

Selling in Grocery &
Gourmet Foods on Amazon
Navigating the process of Ungating can be tricky for new sellers and
can take 2 weeks or more to complete. Once you apply to sell in the
category, Amazon will contact you for more information. Here is a
list of the documents Amazon will request, along with some tips to
help you get through the process:



Packaging Requirements
& Special Considerations
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When preparing your products for shipment to Amazon,
sellers must meet the following criteria for packaging:

Products should be appropriately packed and sealed to protect the food from

spoiling, melting or damage.

Product packaging must protect the quality and safety of the food.

All packaging must include:All packaging must include:

Product Name

Name and address of packaging company

Expiration Date

Net content quantity and weight (the weight of the contents, not including any

packaging)

Any dietary or allergen-free claims (such as Organic, Kosher, Gluten-Free,

Dairy-Free) must be listed on the product packaging

Products that can expire must have the expiration date printed on the master

carton in 36 (or larger) point font AND on the individual/retail display unit.

Packaging Requirements
& Special Considerations
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Many products in the Grocery & Gourmet Food category have a set
shelf-life and others have not only a shelf-life, but are subject to
temperature sensitivity. The following are Amazon’s standards as
related to expiration dates and meltable products:

Expiration Date:Expiration Date:

Products with expiration dates can be sold FBA as long as the units arrive at warehouses 

with a shelf life greater than 105 days from time of arrival.  

Amazon will remove units that are within 50 days of the expiration date.

Expiration dates must be displayed in the format MM-DD-YYYY or MM-YYYY. 

Meltable Products:Meltable Products:

Temperature-sensitive products must be able to withstand at least a minimum temperature 

of 50 degrees and at least a maximum temperature of 100 degrees for the duration of the 

product's shelf life without adversely affecting product quality. 

FBA accepts products that are subject to melting (such as chocolates) between October 1 

and April 30 of each calendar year.

Any unsold meltable inventory still present after April 30 in our fulfillment centers will not be 

available for sale. Hence, such inventory may be determined to be unfulfillable and 

disposed of.

Packaging Requirements &
Special Considerations
The Full Guide to Selling Grocery & Gourmet Foods on Amazon



Product Page & Listing
Requirements
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Amazon has specific requirements for the format and
information included on the product detail page (product
listings) in the Food category. Here’s a quick checklist when
building your product listing:

All Grocery and Gourmet Food product pages must include an image of the nutritional

and ingredients information for the product(s).

Images with 300-dpi minimum; 1,000-dpi images are preferred for zoom functionality.

Images should include only the products included for sale through the listing--no

accessory products should be featured in the images.

Note: this information is current as of November, 2016. Be sure to check Amazon’s HelpNote: this information is current as of November, 2016. Be sure to check Amazon’s Help

Guides for up-to-date information for Sellers.Guides for up-to-date information for Sellers.

Product Page & Listing
Requirements
The Full Guide to Selling Grocery & Gourmet Foods on Amazon



Marketing Strategies
for Grocery & Gourmet

Food Brands
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Leading with the brand name in product listings can skew advertising results

and can bury the product info so it won’t appear in mobile searches. We

recommend moving the brand name to the end of the title (i.e. Milk Chocolate

Bar by XXX) unless you have a high level of brand recognition and customers

enter your brand name as a search in Amazon.

Consolidate listings as one product page  if you sell products that vary by flavor

(i.e. 3 flavors of coffee). This will introduce customers to more products within

your catalog, and could encourage purchases of multiple products. It also

centralizes product reviews of multiple products on one page.

Marketing Strategies for
Grocery & Gourmet Food
Brands
Once brands have been approved to sell their products on Amazon
and have inventory available at Amazon’s warehouses, there comes
the work of actually marketing the products and getting the
attention of buyers amongst Amazon’s 400 million SKUs. Here are
our top tips for getting traction in the Gourmet Food & Grocery
category.



Create bundles or multi-packs of your products and market them as gift sets.

This is especially important at gift-giving times of the year, like Valentine’s,

Mother’s Day, Father’s Day.

Play up the upcoming holidays on your product pages. Tell the customer why

your product is the ideal gift for the holiday that is on the horizon. Add holiday

themed keywords to the back-end of your product listings, and create holiday

PPC campaigns focusing on these search terms.

Grocery and Gourmet food products are ideal for product page promos. Offer

customers quantity discounts (Buy 3 get 1 free, or Buy 3 get 25% off) or cross-

selling discounts (Buy product A and get 15% off product B).

Marketing Strategies for
Grocery & Gourmet Food
Brands



Show customers how your product can make their meal even tastier and more

incredible by including an image of a dish created with your products. Adding

lifestyle images brings your products to life for the customers.

Direct customers to your store on Amazon with a link in an automated post

purchase email sequence through Amazon’s messaging system. Add value to

customers by including a recipe in your email sequence as well.

Marketing Strategies for
Grocery & Gourmet Food
Brands



Pay Per Click Tips

The product should be placed in  the right category node - this holds true for all

products, but particularly in the grocery category.

The back-end keyword fields should be kept as clean as possible, specifically

describing the product and not using irrelevant keywords. Adding holiday

terms and other loosely related terms don't work.

It’s very important to update the keyword lineup at least once a week. The

competitiveness of the category means that one keyword does not necessarily

deliver constant performance over time.

Combining targeting types, regular keyword harvesting, bid optimization and

testing is the strategy we follow for all gourmet food & grocery accounts. 

Campaigns for unique food products tend to have unexpected results initially!

If the keyword targeting is too narrow to begin with, the campaign may lack

impressions and clicks. On the other hand, irrelevant search terms can blow out

your campaign budget with disappointing results.

Marketing Strategies for
Grocery & Gourmet Food
Brands



Get There Faster
Skip the learning curve of Selling Grocery & Gourmet

Foods on Amazon



We’ve worked with Gourmet Food & Grocery brands to launch
their products and grow their revenue on Amazon.

Bobsled Marketing: Get there faster, together.

If you’re looking to skip the

learning curve and get help

with launching your food

or beverage brand on
Amazon, request a
consultation with us here:

www.bobsledmarketing.com

http://www.bobsledmarketing.com
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